
That  which is at rest is easily kept hold of; before a thing has  
given indications of its presence, it is easy to take measures 
against it; that which is brittle is easily broken; that which is 
very small is easily dispersed. Action should be taken before a 
thing has made its appearance; order should bc secured before 
disorder has l,egun.-- T~?o-t~//-L,itz~y, L-12. Z x h .  

THE PATH. 
No. 11. 

The Theosop/zical Society, as szrch, i s  not responsible for any opinion o r  declayatlbn in 
this Magazize, by whonzsoever exjressed, zcn/ess contained i n  an OflciaZ Docurnetat. 

Where any article or statement has the author's name attached, he alone is responsible, 
and for those which are  unsigned the Editor will be accountable. 

THE SCREEN OF TIME. 

F OREVER HIDISG futurity, the Screen of Time hangs before us, 
impenetrable. Nor can it  be lifted. Its other side may 
have pictures and words upon it which we would like to 

read. There is such a desire in the human heart to know what 
the coming days may hold, that if there be pictures on the hidden 
side of the Screen we long to see them. But fortunately for us in 
our present weak condition we may not look behind. Standing in 
front, all we are privileged to perceive are the reflections from 
human life thrown upon this side known as the present, while the 
pictures that have been there in the past turn themselves into 
background and distznce, someti~nes bright, but oftener gloomy 
and grey. 

A very pernicious doctrine is again making an appearance. I t  
is weak, truly, but now is the time to deal with and destroy it  if 
possible. I t  is the theory that the best way to overcome a ten- 
dency-of any sort-of the physical nature, is to give way to it. 
This  is the dreadful doctrine of Satiation: that the only way to 
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deal with lust and other things of the lower plane is to satisfy all 
cravings. By argument this may be shown to be an evil doctrine ; 
but fact overcomes all argument, and it is easy to discern the 
truth to be that satiation of a craving does not remove its cause. 
If we eat, and dissipate hunger, the need for food will soon be 
felt again. And so with all cravings and tendencies which are 
classified as bad or low, or those which we wish to get rid of. 
They rnust be opposed. T o  satisfy and give way to them will 
produce but a temporary dulness. T h e  real cause of them all is 
in the inner man, on the plane of desire whether mental or phys- 
ical. So long as no effort is made to remove them they remain 
there. The  Voice of the SiZe~zce is against the doctrine of satiation 
most clearly, and so are the voices of all the sages. We must all 
wish that this pernicious idea may never obtain a hold in Theo- 
sophical ranks. 

The  desire to see the fulfilment of lugubrious and awful 
prophecies is a singular one for good men to hold. Yet many 
Theosophists have this most strange peculiarity. They have read 
and heard of certain prophecies said to have been made by H. P. B. 
about calamitous and disastrous times to come in Europe; of a 
new reign of terror;  of sinking continents and destroyed nations. 
They add to these the improbable, vague and sometimes hoaxing 
prophecies by astrologers and old women. Then they begin to 
wish all these most terrifying things would come to pass so that 
their prophets may be justified. Every time a slight jar occurs 
in Europe they feel the terreur is a t  hand. But it does not arrive. 
Surely we ought to be satisfied with an ominous prophecy, if we 
believe in it, and be content to let its fufilment be delayed for an 
extremely long period. We do not need prophecies, in any case, 
because out of our present deeds future events are made. Those 
among us who wish, as I said, for the realization of forebodings 
are the croakers of the movement. Even atnong the singular 
people called Theosophists they are singular, but their peculiarity 
is both unhealthy and useless. 

In 1888 I had a morning conversation with H. P. B. a t  the 
Lansdowne Road house in London, upon the spread or weight of 
the Theosophical movement. I said that it was sometimes appall- 
ing to remember the millions of people in America alone, in com- 
parison with the few Theosophists and Theosophical branches : 
what hope was there of our making a change in national character 
in any land? Her  reply was that, while i t  might seem discourag- 
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ing looked a t  in  that way, it was really not so. "Look," she said, 
"at our beginnings in 1875, when no one knew of Theosophy, and 
only jokes greeted our amazing efforts for publicity. But now 
we have come into the papers and magazines. We  have made a 
distinct impression on the mind and literature of the time. This 
is much to have done." 

There is abundant proof of this on every hand. Our name is 
now well understood. Writers may allude in their sketches to 
Theosophists and Theosophy without fear of castigation by the 
editor. There are two recent conspicuous instances. The  N. y. 
Jfernld, in December last, had an article in which this occurs: 

" N o  Inan on the globe knows how to keep a hotel as the 
American does. H e  is a perfect iJTa/zatnza a t  the business." 

Here is this great word abused, i t  is t rue;  but that does not 
damage it. I t  has reached in less than twenty years the familiar 
treatment which it  took in India centuries to come to. There 
they often use it  as a term of reproach, on the principle that to 
call a man that high and great thing which he cannot be is to 
abuse him. 

Again, in the Cosl~zopolz'tnl~ for December last-a magazine 
widely read-there is a story by Zangwill called "Choice of Pa- 
rents, " on the abolition of compulsory rei'ncarnation. T h e  sketch 
deals entirely with the ante-natal world and rei'ncarnation on the 
earth. Not long before the author had something in the English 
Pall Mall Magazine wherein Theosophy, Theosophists and rei'n- 
carnation were mentioned. I do not know who will have the 
hardil~ocd to deny the great share the Theosophical movement has 
hacl in bringing about this change. 

At the present time one of the most urgent needs is for a 
simplification of Theosophical teachings. Theosophy is simple 
enough; i t  is:the failltllof its exponents if it is made complicated, 
abstruse or vague. Yet enquiring people are always complaining 
that i t  is too difficult a subject for them, and that their education 
has not been deep enough to enable them to understand it. This 
is greatly the fault of the members who have put i t  in such a 
manner that the people sadly turn away. At  public meetings or  
when trying to interest an enquirer i t  is absolutely useless to use 
Sanskrit, Greek or  other foreign words. Nine times out of ten 
t he  habit of doing so is due to laziness or conceit. Soinetimes it 
is due to having merely learned certain terms without knowing 
and assimilating the ideas underneath. The  ideas of Theosophy 
should be mastered, and once that is done i t  will b e  easy to express 
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those in the simplest possible terms. And discussions about the 
Absolute, the Hierarchies, and so forth, are worse than useless. 
Such ideas as Karma, Rei'ncarnation, the Perfectibilitj- of Man, 
the Dual Sa ture ,  are the subjects to put forward. These can be 
expounded-if you have grasped the ideas and made then1 part of 
your thought-from a thousand different points of view. At :ill 
meetings the strongest effort should be made to simplify bj- using 
the words of our own language in expressing that which we beliel-e 

WILLIAM Q. J L - I ) ~  , I  . 

L E T T E R S  OF H.P.B. TO D R .  H A R T M A N N .  

I D o  0 T T V O  words in answer to what the C o u n t -  M ess told me. I do myself harm, you say, " 111 telling 
everyone that Damodar is in Tibet, when he is o111j- ;it 

Kenares." You are mistaken. He left Benares to\varcl the 
middle of May, (ask in Adyar ; I cannot say for certain w11ctlle1- 
i t  was in May or April) and went off, as everybody knolvs. to 

Darjeeling, and thence to the frontier ifin* Sikkliitn. Our Ijas- 
jeeling Fellows accompanied him a good waj-. I I e  \\-rote a last 
word fronl there to the ofice bidding good-bye ant1 s:t.ing: "If 
I am not back by July a I st you may count tne as dead. " He  did 
not come back, and Olcott was in great grief and wrote to me 
about tivo niot~ths ago, to ask me whether I knew anything. 
News had come by some Tibetan pedlars in Dasjeeling that a 
young man of that description, with very long flowing hair, had 
been found frozen in the (forget the name) pass, stark dead, with 
twelve rupees in his pockets and his things and hat a few yards 
off. Olcott was in despair, but Maji told him (and he, D., lived 
with Maji for some time at  Benares,) that he was not dead -she 
knew it  through pilgrims who had returned, though Olcott sup- 
poses- which may be also-that she knew i t  clairvoyantly. Well 
I know that he is alive, and am almost certain that he is in Tibet 
-as I am certain also that he will not come back-not for years, 
a t  any rate. Who told you he  was at  Benares? We want him 
sorely now to refute all Hodgson's guesses and inferences that I 



simply call lies, as much as 11ly ' L ~ p y ' '  business and forging- the 
blackguard: now mind, I do not give myself out as infallible in 
this case. But I do know what he told me before going away- 
and at  that moment he would not have said a fib, when he wept 
like a Magdalen. H e  said, " I go for your sake. If the Maha 
Chohan is satisfied with my services and my devotion, H e  may per- 
mit me to vindicate you by proving that Masters do exist. If I fail 
no one shall ever see me for years to come, but I will send messages. 
But I am determined in the meanwhile to make people give up 
searching for me. I want them to believe I am dead." 

This is why I think he must have arranged some trick to 
spread reports of his death by freezing. 

But if the poor boy had indeed met with suc11 an accident- 
why 1 think I would commit suicide; for it is out of pure devo- 
tion for me that he went.' I would never forgive myself for this, 
for letting him go. That ' s  the truth and only the truth. Don't 
be harsh, Doctor-forgive him his faults and mistakes, willing and 
unwilling. 

The poor boy, whether dead or alive, has no happy times now, 
since he is on probation and this is terrible. I wish you would 
write to someone at Calcutta to enquire fro111 Darjeeling whether 
it is so or not. Sinnett will .cvrite to you, I think. I wish you 
would. Yours ever gratefully, 

H. P. B. 

IV. 
[ N o  DATE. ]  

11)- J I E A R  DOCTOR :-I read your part 11-and I found i t  excel- 
lent, except two or three words you ought to change if you care 
for truth, and not to let people think you have some animus yet 
.against O l ~ o t t . ~  Such are  a t  the end ' Presidential orders " and 
too znuch assurance about "fictions. " I never had " fictions, " 
nor are Masters ( a s  living men) any more a fiction than you and 
I. But this will do. Thus, 1 have nothing whatever against 
your theory, though you do make of me a sort of a tricking 
medium. 

But this does not matter, since as I wrote to Dr. H.S. and will 
write to all-" Mme. Blavatsky of the T. S. is dead." I belong 
no more to the European Society, nor do I regret it. You, as a 
psychologist and a man of acute perception, must know that 

1 The fact is that Damodar was never asked to go to Tibet, but begged to be permit- 
ted to go there, and at  last went with permission o H.P.B., on which occasion I accom- 
panied him to the steamer.-H. 

This refers to my Kepo7.t o f  Odsrl-zjuftb~rs n t  the Hc.lzdgua?-tel-s a t  Adyar. 
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there are situations in this life, when mental agony, despair, dis- 
gust, outraged pride and honor, and suffering, become so intense 
that there are but two possible results-either death from broken 
heart, or ice-cold indifference and callousness. Being made to 
live for purposes I do not know myself -I have arrived at  the 
latter state. The  basest ingratitude from one I have loved as nly 
own son, one whom I have shielded and protected from harm, 
whom I have glorified at  the expense of truth and my on-n dig- 
nity, has thrown upon me that straw which breaks the camel's 
back.' I t  is broken for the T. S. and for ever. For two or three true 
friends that remain I will write the S.D., and then-depart fo r  
some quiet corner to die there. You have come to the conviction 
that the " Masters " are "planetary spirits" -that's good ; remain 
in that conviction. 

I wish I could hallucinate myself to the same degree. I 
would feel happier, and throw off from the heart the heavy load, 
that I have desecrated their names and Occultism by giving out 
its mysteries and secrets to those unworthy of either. If I coulcl 
see you for a few hours, if I could talk to you ; I may open your 
eyes, perhaps, to some truths you have never suspected. I could 
show you who it was (and  give you proofs), who set Olcott 
against you, who ruined your reputation, and aroused the Hindu 
Fellows against you, who made me  hate  and despise J-011, till the 
voice of one who is the voice of God to me pronounced thc~se 
words that made me change my opinion." 

I could discover and unveil to you secrets for your future 
safety and guidance. But I must see you personally for all this, 
and you have to see the Countess. Otherwise I cannot write. 
If you can come here, even for a few hours, to say good-bye to m e  
and hear a strange tale, that will prove of benefit to many a 
Fellow in the future as to yourself, do so. If you cannot, I ask 
you on your honor to keep this private and confidential. 

Ah, Doctor, Karma is a fearful thing;  and the more one lives 
in his inner life, outside this world and in regions of pure spirit- 
uality and psychology, the less he  knows human hearts. I pro- 
claim myself in the face of all-the biggest, the most miserable, 
the stupidest and dullest of all women on the face of the  earth. 
I have been true to all. I have tried to do good to all. I have 
sacrificed myself for all and a whole nation-and I am and feel as. 

1 Babajee, whose Rrahmanical conceit caused him to turn against H.P.B. when he be- 
came convinced that  he could not make her a tool for the propaganda of his creed.- H. 

'This explains the letter printed in the notorious book of V. S. Solovyoff, page 124. 
The  intrigue was acted by Babajee, who, while professing great friendship for me, acteG 
a6 a traitor and spy.--H. 
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though caught in a circle of flaming coals, surrounded on all sides 
like an unfortunate fly with torn-off wings- by treachery, hatred, 
malice, cruelty, lies; by all the iniquities of human nature, and 
I can see wherever I turn -but one thing- a big, stupid, trust- 
ing fool -' ' H. P. B. "- surrounded by a thick crowd circling her ' 
of traitors, fiends and tigers in human shape. 

Good-bye, if I do not see you, for I will write no more. 
Thanks for what you have done for me. Thanks, and may you 
and your dear, kind sister be happy. Y OUTS, 

H. P. B. 
( To if L-07ltifi~~~d. ) 

THE SCOPE A N D  PURPOSE OF THEOSOPHY.' 
ABSTRACT FROM A LECTURE DELIVERED BY E. T .  HARGROVE. 

E F O K E  dealing directly with our subject, it may be well to con- B sider one or two of the many problems that surround us 
in this age, that press in upon all thinking men and women, 

demanding solution, and that neither orthodox science nor ortho- 
dox religion is able to solve. Take such a problem as this: in 
England alone we have over 300 different religious sects, each of 
them claiming to Se the possessors of the truth, most of them declar- 
ing that all the rest consist of infidels and unbelievers, and that 
if you wish to be saved you must come to them and think as t h ~ y  
think. Go outside the limits of Christianity and what do you 
find? Hindu attacking Buddhist, Mohammedan attacking Hindu, 
and Christian probably attacking them all. Are these great relig- 
ions really as much opposed to each other as their modern fol- 
lowers would have us believe? Is there no way of finding a 
common ground upon which all can meet, joining in mutual work 
rather than in mutual destruction? 

Take a question of a very different order: consider the im- 
mense gulf everywhere existing between the two extremes of 
happiness and misery. Take the case of two children, one born 
in the midst of poverty, perhaps of criminal parents, surrounded 
from its earliest infancy by disadvantages of every conceivable 
kind; on the other hand, a child born amidst luxury, meeting 
with all that affection and wealth can provide for its development. 

1 The crowd alluded to is the same Brahmano-Jesuitical army whlch has now ensnared 
certain well-meaning but short-sighted "leaders " of the European Section T.S.-H. 

1 A verbatim report of this lecture will shortly be published by The Path in paln 
form. 
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Have these two children an equal chance in the world? You 
must admit they have not. Yet some people prate to us of jus- 
tice, asserting that there is justice in the world. Where is it, I 
ask you, in such a case as I have cited? And are not the think- 
ing men and \?;omen of to-day tired of dognlatism, weary of 
being told to believe in something merely because it is said from 
a pulpit? They prefer to think for themselves, to ask as to the 
how and why of things, whether expounded by eminent divines 
or learned professors. 

Orthodoxy cannot solve the problems I have raised, and the 
question now remaining to be answered is, can Theosophy throw 
any light where Science and Religion leave nothing but darkness? 
Theosophy-that is supposed by some people to be so strange, 
so unpractical ; to be yet another "new religion. " In  reality, 
instead of being unpractical, Theosophy is the epitome of com- 
mon-sense, and instead of being new it is as old as time itself. 
I t  is no new invention of this most inventive age, for as far back 
as human records take us you will find Theosophy being promul- 
gated and studied; not always under that name, of course; but 
the name means "Divine Wisdom," and whether translated as 
Theosophy, Atma-Yidya, or into any other ancient languag-e, the 
meaning of the word, as well as the system of thought itself, has 
remained the same. 

In  order to understand Theosophy's great age it is necessary 
to study the world-religions in their original purity, so far as is 
possible. You will then find that they all of them had an exo- 
teric or public side, and an esoteric or deeper meaning. Jesus 
said that unto his disciples he could reveal the "mysteries of the 
kingdom of heaven, " but unto them that were without he could 
only speak in parables. You will find the same thing in Buddh- 
ism, Hinduism, Zoroastrianism : the " mysteries " or esoteric side 
of these and other great religions were only taught to the few, to 
those who were able to understand the deeper truths. This was 
done on the principle that you would not teach Euclid to a dog 
or  the higher mathematics to a small child, but would naturally 
give out your knowledge according to the understanding of your 
hearers. The  same motive led to the formation of the ancient Mys- 
teries of India, of Egypt, of Greece and of the old Maya civilization 
in Central America. It is absurd to suppose that such divine char- 
acters as Buddha and Jesus would have selfishly withheld know- 
ledge: they were forced to reserve some of their teaching for the 
few who could understand it. 

Having discovered these two sides to all the great religions 
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as they were originally taught, a further study of their sacred 
books and of their symbolism will clearly show that instead of 
being opposed to each other they were btlt different presentations of 
the same eternal verities, and that the outer forms of each of these 
religions were so many veils beneath which " Divine Wisdom," 
or  Theosophy, was to be found. Take the Hindu Upanishads, 
the Buddhist Suttas, the Ve~ztlirlad of the Zoroastrians, the Pojol- 
ITuh oLr the ancient Guatamalians, the Christian />'ible, and such 
records as have been left us of the teachings of Pythagoras, Plato, 
Ammonias Saccas and other Greeks who had been initiated into 
the Sacred Mysteries, as they were called, and you will find in 
them the same teachings, differing in form and phrasing, but still 
the  same. This fact requires an explanation, and Theosophy 
both ancient and modern affords it. I t  says that these teachings 
had a common origin; that these sages and "saviours" who 
founcied the different religions and philosophies were menlbers 
of a great Lodge or Brotherhood, to which the elder Brothers of 
the race always did and always will belong. They were and are 
men who through their onrn efforts became wiser than the vast 
majority of mankind. How this was possible and still is possible 
I will presently explain. 'reachers of hun~ani ty ,  they work to- 
gether, and for the same object - the enlightenment of the race. 
Periodically this Brotherhood sends messengers into the world 
to remind men of the ancient teachings and to inspire them with 
the old ideals. Buddha, Jesus, Plato and others I have named 
were such messengers, and it  was due to the efforts of the same 
Brotherhood that Theosophy was once more brought to the notice 
of both east and west in this century. Do you not see what light 
this throws on the problem I first raised-that of the conflict be- 
tween the beliefs of mankind to-day? There is no need for such 
warfare, since all are the same in essence and in origin. I t  is 
due to nothing but ignorance that this ceaseless strife is kept up ;  
that these wild and futile attempts are  continued to convert the 
heathen through the barrel of a gun, as in China to-day. And 
meanwhile thousands are starving in our great cities for need of 
spiritual and mental and moral as well as physical sustenance, of 
which they are  deprived because i t  is felt to be more romantic 
to convert a Hindu from a belief in his God and Saviour Krishna, 
to a belief, not even in Christ, but in Hell-and that is all the  
teaching they get, with a few perquisites thrown in. If Theos- 
ophists could succeed in nothing else but in broadening the minds 
of the generality of mankind, and in replacing bigotry with tol- 
erance, they would deserve the blessings of all futurity. 
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S o w  what has Theosophy to say in regard to life and death, 
sorrow and joy? Keeping in mind that its doctrines have been 
sanctioned and confirmed by all the prophets and philosophers 
I have named, a fact which everyone can prove for himself by 
means of a few hours' study, let us consider what mig-ht well be  
called the fundamental proposition of Theosophy. This is the 
z/~zk~c,rs(rll'ty of lastf. There are no water-tight conlpartnlents in 
nature, no hard and fast divisions, for a law which holds true 
of any part holds true of the whole. The  attempted division of 
the universe into the natural and supernatural- the natural on 
the one hand which is governed by law, and the supernatural on 
the other which is apparently governed by caprice-is not only + 

in itself a contradiction in terms and therefore impossible, but is 
irreligious as well as unscientific. T o  the Theosophist Nature 
includes all th'at ever has been or can be, includes the spiritual 
and mental as well as physical realms of being. Therefore we 
insist 011 the universality of law, and pointing out that the law of 
growth is universal and that i t  can be observed in the mind as 
svell as in external nature, we next echo the thought of a thous- 
and poets as well as philosophers in saying that once you discover 
how a flower grows you will also know how a man, a unlverse or 
an atom develops. For it is not sufficient to agree on gcneral 
principles that all things grow : we must determine how things grow. 
For ages Theosophy has given the same answer to this question. 
In  the sacred scriptures of the Egyptians, Chinese, Ilindus ancl 
other races you will find the law of "inbreathing" and "out- 
breathing" constantly insisted upon; and Prof. Huxley, in the 
Komanes Lecture of 1893, on " Evolution and Ethics," frankly 
acknowledged that the law of evolution and involution which he 
was then expounding had been taught by Buddha nearly 600 
years R.C. and by many of the old Greeks such as Heracleitus of 
Ephesus. Evolution and involution are simply modern synonyms 
for the outbreathing and inbreathing of the ancients. Briefly 
put, this law means that everything grows from centre outwardly 
to circumference, and that this expansion from within outwards, 
or evolution, is followed by a reiiction from circumference to cen- 
tre, from without within-in other words, by a period of involu- 
tion. So evolution and involution follow each other alternately. 
Everyone is not familiar with this law, nor has everyone real- 
ized its universal application; but once the idea is grasped it  is 
soon seen to be a commonplace in our daily experience. We 
know of the expansion and contraction of the lungs, of the systole 
and diastole of the heart;  we know that summer, when all things 
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expand from within outwards, is followed by winter, when all 
things once more indraw to their own central essence; iye know 
that day follows night, and that during the daytime man ex- 
presses himself outwardly in matter, while a t  night the body 
sleeps and the mind indraws to its own plane or state. These are 
only a few of countless illustrations of this univeral law. Every- 
thing in nature must grow in the same way, from atom to uni- 
verse. Man himself can be no exception to the general rule. 
H e  must evolve and involve, and once you admit that the real 
man is the soul or Ego, not the body, which is only that soul's 
instrur:lent or vehicle, then it must follow that just as there is a 
day and a night for the body, so there must be a daytime and a 
nightime for the soul or real man. And that is the old teaching: 
a period of evolution or expression in and through a body is £01- 
lowed by a period of involution, when the body dies and the so111 
indran-s to its own plane. During this nightime of the soul it 
rests and assimilates the experience of its past life on earth; then 
folloivs another incarnation on earth,  and then another period in 
this intermediate state of rest, which is sometimes called Heaven, 
sometimes Devachan, and by other names in different countries 
and epochs. So man has lived on earth many times in the past, 
and will live on earth many times in the future. 

Once you grant the immortajity of the soul you must logically 
admit rei'ncarnation to be a fact. Infinity extending in the one 
direction only is an impossibility, as such a highly respectable Fath- 
er  of the Church as Origin, and many centuries later Hume,  the 
agnostic, both agreed. And if you admit preexistence, then I 
\ v o ~ ~ l d  ask where did we precxist if not on this earth, since all 
forces reiict on the centre from which they originated? Rei'ncar- 
nation affords the only solution of life's problems; taught alike by 
Buddha, by Jesus and by every sage that the world has ever 
known, it is above all things the teaching of common-sense. 

This process of rebirth takes place under what is called in 
some parts of the east the law of Karma, a Sanskrit word mean- 
ing "action, " and as all action contains within itself reaction, you 
have expressed in one word the well-known law of cause and 
effect, by which every cause will invariably produce a certain 
result, while every result or efYect must be preceded by some 
cause. This was ethically phrased by Paul in the well-known say- 
ing that as a Inan sows, so shall he also reap;  with the necessary 
addition that as we now reap so have we sown in the past. Tha t  
is to say that all men are a t  the present time the result of their 
own past, and are also moment by moment sowing their own 
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future 11y thought and deed. Man is not the slave of chance, but 
is in fact the master of his own destiny. Here you have the 
answer to the question of justice I raised in the case o f  the two 
children with such terribly unequal chances: they hacl each of 
them made in their own past lives on earth their present sus- 
soundings, their present happiness or sorrow, and accord~ng t ( )  
the use they make of the present will their future develop. IIere, 
too, you have the explanation of how such great souls as Buddha, 
Jesus and others gained perfection. They had attained to wis- 
dom through their own long-continued efforts in the past, arid 
were thus the products of evolution, not of special creation. 

Briefly I have laid before you something of the scope and pur- 
pose of Theosophy. You will at  least have seen how wide though 
practical is its scope. You may have already seen to what all 
this teaching leads: it leads to Brotherhood. TVe live for no 
other purpose than to gain experience of all that life can teach 
us, not in one body or in one country, but in many different races, 
ages and environments. Through this experience humanity as 
a whole must pass. In this way it  should be clear that the inter- 
ests of mankind are identical, instead of being antagonistic, and 
that a wide appreciation of this fact tnust in time ena1)le all nlen 
to realize that Brotherhood-which it  is the aim and purpose of 
Theosophy to protnote-is not a vague ideal, but is a living ac t -  
uality in nature. Tha t  fact once realized, the nucleus w e  are 
now forming will groiv into a Brotherhood \ ~ ~ h i c h  \ \ . i l l  include 
every heart that beats. 

THE SUBJECTIVE A N D  THE OBJECTIVE. 
A L E S S O N  F R O M  THE CAVE O F  PLATO-  REPUBLIC,  BOOK I. 

'A FTEK this, I said, imagine the enlightenment and ignorance 
of our nature in a figure: Behold! human beings living in 
a sort of underground den, which has a mouth opening 

towards the light, and reaching all across the den; they have been 
here from their childhood, and have their legs and necks chained 
so that they cannot move, and can only see before them ; for the 
chains are arranged in such a manner as to prevent them from 
turning round their heads. A t  a distance above and behind them 
the light of a fire is blazing, and between the fire and the prison- 
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ers there is a raised way; and you will see, if you look, a low 
wall built along the way, like the screen which marionette players 
have before them, over which they show the puppets. 

" I see, he said. 
"And do you see, I said, men passing along the wall, carry- 

i n g  vessels which appear over the wall; and some of the passen- 
gers, as you would expect, are  talking, and some of them are 
silent? 

"That  is a strange image, he said, and they are strangc pris- 
oners. 

" Like ourselves, I replied ; and they see only their own shad- 
SOWS, or the shadows of one another, which the fire throws on the 
opposite wall of the cave? 

' '  True, he said, how could they see anything but the shaclo~vs, 
if they were never allowed to move their heads? 

"And of the objects which were being carried in like manner 
they would only see the shadows? 

"Yes, he said. 
"And if they were able to talk with one another, would they 

not suppose that they were naming what was actually before 
them? 

"Very true. 
"And suppose further that the prison had an echo which came 

from the other side, would they not be sure to fancy that the 
voice which they heard was the voice of a passing shade? 

"No question, he said. 
"There can be no question, that the truth would be to them 

just nothing but the shadows of the images." 

The  term colzsczozlslzess is used by writers connected with the 
Theosophical movement with a very wide range of meaning. 
Atoms are invisible lives, says H.P. B. ; and there is no such 
thing as inorganic, in the sense of dead or lifeless matter. Every 
variety or  kind of existence is conscious on its own plane or  ac- 
cording to its own condition or s ta te ;  the molecules of granite as  
well and as truly, though not in the same way, as the mind of man. 
Every molecule in the brain has its own consciousness, according 
to its state or plane of existence; and the sum of the conscious- 
ness of its molecules is the consciousness of the brain in its total- 
ity, considered as a merely physical, visible organ. 

But the astral man, which we may take to be coExtensive with 
the  physical man, and to correspond with it, if not to coincide with 
it, organ for organ and molecule for molecule, is the real seat of 
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sensation; and in the brain the sensations are registered ancl inter- 
preted. T h e  astral brain, the organ of Kama Manas, or of the 
lon.er or personal mind, furnishes the connecting link between 
the thinker and the object of thought;  and here is bridged the 
chasm which has been recognized by philosophers, in Wester11 
lands at  least, as utterly impassable. Says President Rasconl : 

"Facts must exist either in space as physical or in conscicj~iq- 
ness, as mental; there is no third state. Mental and physical 
phenomena are cut broadly and deeply apart, by the fact that the 
one class transpires excl~~sively in consciousness, and the otliel- 
as exclusively OLI t of consciousness ( in space ). " 

,Again he  says: 
"There is no n jriori impossibility discoverable by us, mak- 

ing the transfer of influence from mind to matter, from matter 
to mind, an absurdity. Our last traces of physical force in the 
movement inward are found in the brain; our first traces in .he 
movement outward are also met with at  the same point. Thus  
far only can the eye trace material changes; here is i t  first able 
to pick them up. HOW the last nervous impulse is linked tc,  the 
play of consciousness . . . we cannot imagine. . . . IT-e 
are profoundly ignorant of any connection between the t ~ o .  " 

Now the scheme of Theosophy recognizes a continuous gr.ad:i- 
tion of powers, faculties, states, principles -call them n.11at J-(  )I: 

will-from the highest or  most spiritual to the lowest or tnc,\t 
material. I11 this whole gamut of states o r  conditions no chasm 
is found; there is nothing to bridge; consciousness is the neces- 
sary substratum and presupposition of the most material, and 
consciousness is the noumenon or essential reality of the most 
spiritual. 

We know of nothing more material or external than the phj-s- 
ical, material, visible body- the ~ o r l d  of matter, so called; and 
here is the inner wall (reversing the figure from outward t o  
inward) of the cave which Socrates describes in Plato's dialogue; 
the wall upon which fall the shadows supposed by the prisoners 
to be the only realities. Indeed, the "wall" may be taken as 
merely the drop-curtain of the theatre, and the shadows them- 
selves as representing the physical substance known to ourselves 
and our fellow prisoners. Hence there can be on this lowest 
plane ( t h e  plane of the shadows) really no consciousness as we 
know i t ;  consciousness only looks on what is below, and cannot 
for its chains turn its face upward to the light. I t  is said, indeed, 
that the atom is the Atma or seventh principle of the molecule; 
but  the molecule is infinitesimal and invisible, and what con- 
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sciousness it may have in itself- what is the nature of conscious- 
ness on that plane- we cannot profitably guess even, much less 
know. 

T h e  astral or kamic man is within, or above, or superior to 
the physical man ;  and its apprehension of external or physical 
nature, which we term sensation, is the lowest form of conscious- 
ness recognized by us. But mere sensation is not intelligent. 
As  the astral or emotional man exists within ( i n  the symbolical 
meaning cf "within") the physical man, and by its pcwer of 
sense takes hold of the latter, so there exists within the astral or 
emotional the logical faculty or principle, whose office is to sort 
out the sensations and refer each to its source or cause in the 
outer world. This logical faculty ( the  lower mincl or Kanla 
Manas) is, as related to the world or planes below it, the faculty 
that perceives; and its action in taking hold of and interpreting 
the sensations is called perception. 

Now suppose we consider the real Ego, the enduring entity 
that we mean ~ v h e n  we say "man," to be one of the prisoners 
represented by Plato as confined in a den or cave; and external, 
physical, visible and tangible matter as the shado\vs on the wall of 
the cave. The  Ego, in its descent from spirit into matter, goes 
deeper and deeper into the cave until it reaches the wall and is 
stopped. I t  can go no farther;  and it must, impelled by the uni- 
versal and all-embracing law of action and reiiction, retrace its 
course toward spirit. I ts progress downward or outward ( from 
spirit - inward as to the cave ) has been without consciousness i n  
any sense that we can comprehend. When it strikes the wall of 
its dungeon and strives to go still farther, it cannot do so;  its 
limit is reached. This develops unintelligent consciousness- a 
conscious~less wholly spiritual, and in no sense manasic. As it 
recedes backward in involution, still facing the wall, the reflected 
light of Manas thrown back from the wall enables i t  to interpret 
in a manner these sensations-to distinguish them from each 
other and to group them-but not a t  first to relate them to itself. 
Here  is the beginning of the lowest mind, known in Mr. Sinnett's 
classification as Kama Rupa or the Animal Soul. T o  reach this 
degree of development immeasurable ages were required. The  
first dawn of sensation begins when the physical development has 
proceeded far enough to furnish a suitable vehicle for the astral 
body. The  astral developtnent goes on, and moulds the physical 
world to its purpose, until i t  in its turn has become-or until the 
two together have become-a suitable vehicle for the emotional 
and perceptive faculties. These steps are easy to name, but they 
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have been taken with slow and toilsome tread through the first, 
second and third rounds of our chain of globes; and were re- 
peated in briefer but inlinensely long periods in the first races of 
this our fourth round. 

T o  the stone belongs molecular consciousness, not conscious- 
ness as we know it, but  only so called by analogy; to the plant 
belongs astral consciousness, or  the dawn of sensation; to the 
animal belongs emotional consciousness, or the dawn of percep- 
tion. As  this faculty or principle becomes more and more fully 
developed and active, a new faculty begins to act- the human ill- 
tellect, the  lower manas, begins to awake and exercise its functions. 
T h e  prisoner has retreated far  enough from the wall of his cave, 
has evolved far enough toward spiritual perception, to be able to 
recognize his lower principles as himself - to relate the experi- 
ence, the sensations, the perceptions of these lower principles to 
his own identity; to distinguish between the "I" and the "not-I." 
This is self-consciousness, or  consciousness of self; and here the 
human stage is reached in the return of the monad from its jour- 
ney to the confines of matter. 

In  Discussiotzs of Rk"os-oflhj~ nlzd L ~ ~ E Y L Z ~ I L Y E ,  Sir William Ham- 
ilton, one of the foremost philosophers of modern times, makes 
the following statement: 

" In the philosophy of mind, szrhj~ctive denotes what is to be 
referred to the thinking subject, the Ego ;  o@~'cti~lc, what belongs 
to the object of thought, the Kon-Ego. . . . These correla- 
tive terms correspond to the first and most important clistinction 
in  philosophy; they embody the original antithesis in conscious- 
ness of self and not-self -a distinction which in fact involves the 
whole science of mind; for psychology is nothing more than a 
determination of the subjective and the objective, in themselves, 
and in their reciprocal relations." 

Hamilton was not only a profound thinker and an erudite 
scholar; he was also a master in the English language, and capa- 
ble of expressing his thoughts clearly and tersely. The  definition 
above quoted certainly gives the right use of these terms;  and 
for those who, with President Bascom, hold that a gulf that can- 
not be bridged cuts broadly apart the facts which transpire in 
consciousness and the facts which transpire in space, it mrould 
seem to need no further elucidation. But when they are used in 
Theosophical discussions, the further consideration must not be 
overlooked, that the Ego, the Non-Ego, and the bond between the 
two ( t h e  thinker, the object of thought, and the thought) are all 
one. This gives emphasis to the fact that the line between the 
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subject and object is purely imaginary; the distinction is logical 
and not metaphysical. Thus  the terms subjective and objecti\-e 
are seen to be wholly correlative, and what is subjective in one 
relation is objective in another, and slice z~eftsk. This correlati\-e 
feature has always been recogllized; but it becomes more signifi- 
cant and takes on new phases when viewed in the light of the 
septenary constitution of man. 

Philosophers who have thought most deeply, and who have 
explored most fully the nature of man, and the various problems 
of ontology, show by their postulates and their reasoning that 
they implicity apprehend, if they do not explicitly recognize, sev- 
era.1 of the distinctions represented by the septenary classification 
of principles. Dr. James March, president of the University of 
Vermont a t  the time of his death about fifty years ago, left sell- 
era1 philosophical treatises which were afterward collected and 
published by his successor in the faculty of that institution. I t  is 
many years since I read this work, but I remember distinctly an 
essay in which the learned doctor discussed the changes wrought 
by the supervening of higher faculties in the course of evolution. 
H e  spoke of the force by which a crystal is built up by accretion, 
by regular additions from without ; of the force by which a vege- 
table germ develops from within; of the powers of perception and 
locomotion which distinguish the animal, to some species of which 
he  conceded the logical faculty of ratiocination; and of the faculty 
of intuition, or perception of intellectual and spiritual truths and 
axioms, which distinguishes man from the lower forms of animal 
life. Here, in the classification of existence as amorphous, crys- 
talline, vegetable, animal and human, each higher including all 
lower but superadding a new faculty, power, or principle of 
growth, there is plainly foreshadowed the method upon which our 
teaching of the septenary constitution of nature and of man is 
developed. 

As the subjective is that which is within, and the objective is 
that which is without, the relation first emerges upon the evolu- 
tion of the astral principle, or Linga Sharira; for the merely phys- 
ical entity is so thoroughly one in nature that its different forms 
can hardly be considered as bearing this relation to each other. 
(Ye t  there is probably a septenary in physical nature below the 
astral, as witness earth, water, air, fire, etc. ; and earth may be 
in truth objective to air.) The  distinctions that are so obvious, 
organic, inorganic, etc., are  really differing manifestations of the 
informing higher principles. But upon the development of the 
astral principle the relation appears; this is subjective as to the  
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physical body, and the latter is objective as to the former. SO 
when the kamic principle develops, or evolves from potentiality 
to potency, from a latent state to activity, this in turn l~ecomes 
subjective, and to it the lower principles are objective. TVhen the 
Lower Manas in its turn becomes active and subjective, it takes 
intelligent cognizance of the lower principles as ob jec t i~e .  ant1 
recognizes their identity with itself, and then self-consciousness 
appears. And when, by evolution or training, the Higher Manas 
becomes active, then will the entire quaternary, or iawer I:CJX), 
become in relation to this added faculty, objective. 

This is very well expressed in an article in Lzrclfrr for Sell- 
tember, 1891 (vol. ix, p. 23,) as follows: 

"This expansion of consciouslless includes a development of 

the subtile senses which open up to the inner man new worlds, 
peopled with their inhabitants, and interdependent the one wit11 
the other. The  subjective becomes the objective, with a still more 
subtile subjectivity beyond, which can become again objective as 
a still more spiritual consciousness is attained by the strives after 
freedom. " 

In  the Secrrt I l o ~ t r l l ~ e ,  vol. i, 11. 189, H.P.B. says: 
"I t  stands to reason that there must be an enormolls ditt'e:-- 

ence in such terms as 'objectivity' and 'subjectivity,' 'rliatcriality ' 
and 'spirituality,' when the same terrns are applied to cliff'er-erlt 
planes of being and perception." 

This paper is intended to be suggestive rather than eshaust- 
ive; and I shall have accomplished my purpose if I have set the 
relation of subjective to objective in a clearer light, and pointed 
out the direction in which to look for a better understanding of 
the philosophical side of our literature. ALPH .4. 

BHAGAVAD-GITA. 
CHAPTER VI. 

ORE than one subject is treated in this chapter. It ends what M I call the first series, as the whole eighteen chapters 
should be divided into three groups of six each. 

Renunciation, equal-mindedness, true meditation, the golden 
mean in action, the Unity of all things, the nature of rebirth and 
the effect of devotion upon it and devachan, are all touched upon. 

I t  is a most practical chapter which would benefit Theosophists 
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immensely if fully grasped and followed. The mistakes made 
man!. thousand years ago by disciples were the same as those of 
to-clay. To-day, just as then, there are those who think true re- 
nunciation consists in doing nothing except for themselves, in 
retiring from active duties, and in devoting their attention to 
what they are pleased to call self-development. On the other 
hand are those \\rho mistake incessant action for true devotion. 
T h e  true path is between these two. 

T h e  forsaking of worldly action- called sn/l~r~jn.s - is the same 
as what is known in Europe as the monastic life, especially in 
some very ascetic orders. Adopted selfishly under a mistaken 
notion of duty it cannot be true devotion. It  is merely an at- 
tempt to save oneself. The  course adopted by some Theosophical 
students very much resembles this erroneous method, although i t  
is practised in the freedom of the world and not behind monastery 
walls. 

T o  be a true renouncer of action and a devotee one must put 
the problem on another plane. On the physical brain plane these 
is no way of reconciling a contradiction such as appears to exist in  
the direction to perform actions and yet renounce their perform- 
ance. I t  is exactly here that many readers of the Bhag-nzlad-Gftn 
stop and are confused. They have for so long been accustonled 
to thinking of the physical and living in it, the terms used for  
their thought are so material in their application, that, seeing this 
contradiction, they say that the book will not benefit them. But 
considering the difficulty from the view that the real actor is the 
mind, that acts are not the dead outward expressions of them, 
but are the thoughts themselves, we can see how one can be 
both a renouncer and a devotee, how we can outwardly perform 
every action, multitudes of them, being as active as any one who 
is wrapped up in worldly pursuits, and yet be ourselves unat- 
tached and unaffected. 

Duty and the final imperative- the " what ought I to do "- 
comes in here and becomes a part of the process. T h e  actions to 
be performed are not any and every one. We are not to go on 
heedlessly and indiscriminately doing everything that is sug- 
gested. We must discover what actions ought to be performed 
by us and do them for that reason and not because of some result 
we expect to follow. T h e  fact that we n ~ a y  be perfectly certain 
of the result is no reason for allowing our interest to fasten upon 
that. Here again is where certain Theosophists think they have 
a great difficulty. They say that knowing the result one is sure 
to become interested in it. But this is the very task to be essayed, 
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-to so hold one's mind and desires as not to 11e attached to the 
result. 

By pursuing this practice true meditation is begun and will 
soon become permanent. For, one who watches his thoughts 
and acts so as to perform those that ought to be done, will acquire 
a concentration in time which will increase the power of real 
meditation. I t  is not meditation to stare a t  a spot on the wall for 
a fixed period, or to remain for another space of time in a per- 
fectly vacuous mental state which soon runs into sleep. All those 
things are merely forms which in the end will do no lasting good. 
But many students have run after these follies, ignoring the true 
way. The  truth is, that the right method is not easy; it requires 
thought and mental effort, with persistency and faith. Staring a t  
spots and such miscalled occult practices are very easy in com- 
parison with the former. 

However, we are human and weak. As such we require help, 
for the outer self cannot succeed in the battle. So Krishna points 
out that the lower self is to be raised up by the help of the 
higher; that the lower is, as it were, the enemy of the higher, 
and we must not allow the worst to prevail. I t  n-ill all depend 
upon self-mastery. T h e  self below will continually drag down 
the man who is not self-conquered. This is because that lower 
one is so near the thick darkness that hangs about the ion-es rungs 
of evolution's ladder i t  is partly devil. Like a heavy weight it will 
drag into the depths the one who does not try to conquer himself. 
But on its other side the self is near to divinity, and when con- 
quered it becomes the friend and helper of the conqueror. The  
Sufis, the llohamedan mystical sect, symbolize this in their poetry 
relating to the beautiful woman who appears but for a moment at 
the window and then disappears. She refuses to open the door 
to her lover as long as  he refers to their being separate; but when 
he  recognizes their unity then she becomes his firm friend. 

The  next few verses in the Gifn  outline that which is ex- 
tremely difficult-equal-mindedness, and intentness upon the Su-  
preme Being in heat and cold, pleasure and pain, success and 
failure. We cannot reach to this easily, perhaps not in many lives, 
but  we can try. Every effort we make in that  direction will be 
preserved in the inner nature and cannot be lost a t  death. I t  is a 
spiritual gain, the riches laid up in heaven to which Jesus re- 
ferred. T o  describe the perfection of equal-mindedness is to picture 
a n  Adept of the highest degree, one who has passed beyond all 
worldly considerations and lives on higher planes. Gold and 
stones are the same to him. T h e  objects he seeks to accomplish 
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are not to be reached through gold and, so it and the pebbles have 
the same value. H e  is also so calm and free from delusion of 
mind and soul that he remains the same whether with enemies or 
friends, with the righteous or the sinners. 

This high conditior, is therefore set before us as an ideal to be 
slowly but steadfastly striven after so that in the course of time 
we may come near it. If we never begin we \vill never accom- 
plish, and it  is far better to adopt this high ideal, even though fail- 
ing constantly, than to have no ideal whatever. 

But some are likely to make a mistake herein. Indeed they 
have done so. They set up the ideal, but in a too material and 
human manner. Then they thought to walk on the chosen path 
by outward observance, by pretending to regard gold and stones 
as the same to them, while in their hearts they preferred the gold. 
Their equal- rnindedness they confined to other people's affairs, 
while they displeased and alarmed all relatives and friends by the 
manner of riding this hobby and by wrong neglect of obvious 
duty. Truly they sought for equal-mindedness, but failed to see 
that i t  can only be acquired. through right performance of duty, 
and not by selecting the duties and environments that please us. 

WII,I,IAM BRF,HOL. 
(' 7;) h ~ ,  co~zti~zt~cd. ) 

HOW SHOULD WE TREAT OTHERS? 

T H E  SUBJECT relates to our conduct toward and treatment of 
our fellows, including in that term all people with who111 
we have any dealings. No particular mode of treatment is 

given by Theosophy. I t  simply lays down the law that governs 
us in all our acts, and declares the consequences of those acts. 
I t  is for us to follow the line of action which shall result first in 
harmony now and forever, and second, in the reduction of the 
general sum of hate and opposition in thought or act which now 
darkens the world. 

T h e  great law which Theosophy first speaks of is the law of 
karma, and this is the one which must be held in view in consid- 
ering the question. Karma is called by some the "law of ethical 
causation," but  i t  also the law of action and reaction; and in all 
departments of nature the reaction is equal to the action, and 
sometimes the reiiction fr0.m the unseen but permanent world 
seems to be much greater than the physical act or word would. 
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appear to warrant on the physical plane. This is because the 
hidden force on the unseen plane was just as strong and powerful 
as the reiiction is seen by us to be. T h e  ordinary view takes in 
but half of the facts in any such case and judges wholly by 
superficial observation. 

If we look at the subject only from the point of vieis. of the 
person who knows not of Theosophy and of the nature of man, nor 
of the forces Theosophy knows to be operating all the time, then 
the reply to the question will be just the same as the everyday 
man makes. That  is, that he has certain rights he must and 
m7ill and ought to protect; that he has property he will and may 
keep and use any way he  pleases; and if a man injure him he 
ought to and will resent i t ;  that if he is insulted by word or 
deed he will a t  once fly not only to administer punishment on the 
offender, but also try to reform, to admonish, and very often to 
give that offender up  to the arm of the law; that if he  knows of a 
criminal h e  will denounce him to the police and see that he has 
meted out to him the punishment provided by the law of man. 
Thus  in everything he  will proceed as is the custom and as is 
thought to be the right way by those who live under the JIosaic 
retaliatory law. 

But if \ye are to inquire into the subject as Theosophists, ant1 
as Theosophists who know certain laws ancl who insist 011 the 
absolute sway of karma, and as people who know what the r e d  
constitution of man is, then the whcle matter takes on, or ought 
to take on, a wholly different aspect. 

T h e  untheosophical view is basecl on separation, the Theosoph- 
ical upon unity absolute and actual. Of course if Theosophists 
talk of unity but as a dream or a mere nletaphysical thing, then 
they will cease to be Theosophists, and be mere professors, as the 
Christian mrorld is to-day, of a code not follo\ved. If we are sep- 
arate one from the other the world is right and resistance is a 
duty, and the failure to condemn those who offend is a distinct 
breach of propriety, of law, and of duty. But if we are all united 
as a physical and psychical fact, then the act of condemning, the 
fact of resistance, the insistance upon rights on all occasions- all 
of which means the entire lack of charity and mercy-will bring 
consequences as certain as the rising of the sun to-n~orrow.  

What are those consequences, and why are they? 
They are simply this, that the real man, the entity, the thinker, 

will rezct back on you just exactly in proportion to the way you 
act to him, and this reaction will be in another life, if not now. 
and even if now felt will still return in the next life. 
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The fact that the person whom you condemn, c)r oppose, or 
judge seems now in this life to deserve it  for his acts in this life, 
does not alter the other fact that his nature will react against you 
when the time comes. T h e  reiiction is a law not subject to nor 
altered by any sentiment on your part. H e  may have, truly, 
offended you and even hurt you, and done that which in the eye of 
man is blameworthy, but all this does not have anything to do with 
the dynamic fact that if you arouse his enmity by your condemna- 
tion or'judgment there will be a reiiction on you, and consecluently 
on -the whole of society in any century when the reiiction takes 
place. This is the law and the fact as given by the Adepts, as 
told by all sages, as reported by those who have seen the inner 
side of nature, as taught by our philosophy and easily provable 
by anyone who will take the trouble to examine carefully. Logic 
and small facts of one day or one life, of- arguments r n  lines laic1 
doivn by men of the worlcl who do not know the real power and 
place of thought nor the real nature of man cannot sweep this 
away. After all argument and all logic i t  will remain. T h c  
logic used:against it is always lacking in certain premises based 
on facts, and while seeming- to be good logic, because the missing 
facts are unknown to the logician, it is false logic. Hence an 
appea1:to logic that ignores facts which we know are certain is of 
no use in this inquirj-. And the or-clinary argument always uses 
a number of assumptions ~vhich are destroyed by the actual inner- 
facts aboutlthought, about karma, about the reiiction by the inner 
man. 

The  Master " Ti. H . , "  once writing to Mr. Sinnett in the (9c-~ .z l / f  

I l by/(!', and speaking for his whole orcler and not for himself only, 
clistinctly wrote that the Inan who goes to denounce a criminal or 
an offender works not with nature and harmony but  against both, 
and that such act tends to destruction instead of construction. 
Whether the act be large or small, whether it be the den~uncia- 
tion of a criminal, or only your own insistance on rules or laws or  
sights, does not alter the matter or take it  out of the rule laid 
clown by that Adept. For the only difference between the acts 
mentioned is a difference of degree alone; the act is the same 
in kind as the violent denunciation of a criminal. Either this 
Adept was right or wrong. If wrong-, why do we follow the phi- 
losophy laid down by him and his messenger, and concurred in 
by all the sages and teachers of the past? If right, why this 
swimming in an adverse current, as he said himself, why this 
attempt to show that we can set aside karma and act as we please 
without consequences following us to the end of time? I know 
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not. I prefer to follow the Adept, and especially so when I see 
that what he says is in line with facts in nature and is a certain con- 
clusion from the system of philosophy I have found in Theosophy. 

I have never found an insistance on my so-called rights at  all 
necessary. They preserve themselves, and i t  must be true if the 
law of karma is the truth that no man offends against me unless 
I in the past have offended against him. 

In  respect to man, karma has no existence without two or 
more persons being considered. You act, another person is 
affected, karma follows. I t  follows on the thought of each and 
not on the act, for the other person is moved to thought by your 
act. Here are two sorts of karma, yours and his, and both are 
intermixed. There is the karma or effect on you of your own 
thought and act, the result on you of the other person's thought;  
and there is the karma on or with the other person consisting of 
the direct result of your act and his thoughts engendered by your 
act and thought. This is all permanent. As affecting you there 
may be various effects. If you have condemned, for instance, 
we may mention some: ( r r )  the increased tendency in yourself to 
indulge in condemnation, \~rl~icli will remain and increase from life 
to life; ( l i )  this will a t  last in you change into violence and a11 
that anger and conclemation may naturally lead to; ( c j  an opposi- 
tion to you is set up  in the other person, which \\rill remain fos- 
ever until one day both suffel- for it, and this may be in a ten- 
clency in the other person in any subsequent life to do you harm 
and hurt you in the million. ways possible in life, and often also 
unconsciously. Thus  it  may all widen out and affect the whole 
body of society. Hence no matter how justifiable it may seem 
to you to condemn or denounce or punish another, you set up 
cause for sorrow in the whole race that must work out some day, 
And you must feel it. 

The  opposite conduct, that is, entire charity, constant forgive- 
ness, wipes out the opposition from others, expends the old enmity 
and at  the same time makes no new similar causes. Any other sort 
of thought or conduct is sure to increase the sum of hate in the 
world, to make cause for sorrow, to continually keep up the 
crime and misery in the world. Each man can for himself decide 
which of the two ways is the right one to adopt. 

Self-love and what people call self-respect may shrink fronl 
following the Adept's view I give above, but the Theosophist 
who wishes to follow the law and reduce the general sum of hate 
will know how to act and to think, for he  will follow the words of 
the Master of H. P. B. who said : '' Do not be ever thinking of your- 
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self and forgetting that there are others;  for you have no karma of 
your own, but the karma of each one is the karma of all. " And these 
nTords were sent by H.P.B. to the American Sectioil and called 
by her words of nrisdom, as they seem also to me to be, for they 
accord with law. They hurt  the prrso~znlz'ty of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, but the personality is for a day, and soon it  will be changed 
if Theosophists try to follow the law of charity as enforced bj- 
the inexorable law of karma. We should all constantly remem- 
ber that if we believe in the Masters we sllould at least try to 
imitate them in the charity they show for our weakness and faults. 
In  no other way can n-e hope to reach their high estate, for by 
beginning thus we set up a tendency which will one day perhaps 
1x-ing us  near to their clcvelopment; by not beginning we. put off 

the day forever. F. T. S. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
C.-I have heard some members talking about attracting elementals, and 

of this or that place being full of elementals. Not seeing these beings myself, 
and not kno~ving much about it, I ~r-ould like to know if the phrases used are 
correct. 

, INS.-I~ is quite probable that these persons never saw an 
elemental, and know still less, perhaps, than yourself of the sub- 
ject and of the laws that may govern such entities. So do not be 
abashed by their assumption of knowledge. I t  is incorrect to 
talk of one place being more full of elementals than another place. 
We might as well say there is more of space in one spot of space 
than. another. Elementals are everywhere, just as animalcul ;~ 
fill the a i r ;  they obey the laws peculiar to themselves, and move 
in the currents of ether. If now and then they make themselves 
manifest, i t  does not hence follow that an additional number have 
been attracted to the spot, but only that conditions have altered 
so as to cause some disturbance. W. Q. J .  

'1'. C. . ~ I J  F. 0. R.-In some formerly published articles something is said 
of a future date marking the withdrawal of certain portions of the influence of 
the Adepts, and that those who have not gotten past the obstacles before that 
will have to wait until next incarnation. Is it necessaty that one should be 
aware of having passed sufficiently far ;  must one be conscious of it? If so, I, 
for one, am '6not  in it." 

A~s . -1 t  is not necessary to be conscious of the progress one 
has made. Nor is the date in any sense an extinguisher, as some 
have styled it. 111 these days we are too prone to wish to know 
everything all a t  once, especially in relation to ourselves. I t  may 
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be desirable and encouraging to be thus conscious, but it is not 
necessary. ?Ve make a good deal of progress in our inner, hidden 
life of which we are not a t  all conscious. We may not know of it 
until some later life. So in this case many may be quite beyond 
the obstacles and not be conscious of it .  I t  is best to go 011 with 
duty, and to refrain from this trying to take stock and measuring 
of progress. All of our progress is in the inner nature, and not 
in the physical where lives the brain, and from which the present 
question comes. The  apparent physical progress is evanescent. 
I t  is ended when the body dies, a t  which time, if the inner Inan 
has not been allowed to guide us, the natural record against u s  
will be a cipher, or "failure." Now, as the great Adepts live in 
the plane of our inner nature, it must follow that they might be 
actively helping every one of us after the date referred to, and 
we, as physical brain men, not be conscious of it on this plane. 

w. Q. J. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
I have been asked to say something on the subject of my recent tour. 

Much might be said, both in regard to the activity in the brancl~cs ant2 the 
invariable kindness of the members. Above all things this tour has  furnished 
additional proof that a considerable percentage of the ,4mcrlcan pul~lic a1.e 
interested in Theosophy, and are curious to hear about it. 'I'he ne\\-spapvrs 
are a good test of public opinion, and with only one exception thew \\-ere i )ot l l  
willing and glad to insert reports and interviews, often running to over a 
column in length. Over 5900 miles were covered, the follo~ving 1)ranches 
being visited: Boston, Lynn, Cambridge, hfalden. Somerville, I,o\\-ell, Pro\-i- 
dence, Syracuse, Buffalo, Toronto, Jarnestown, Sandusky, Toledo, Fort IYayne, 
Columbus, Cincinnati, St. I,ouis, Kansas City, Memphis, Sashville, Kew Or- 
leans, Macon, Washington, Pittsburg and Philadelphia. In spite of the heavy 
expense entailed by the long distance covered, the liberal donations made 
by these branches were sufficient to defray the cost of the railway travel, leav- 
ing a small surplus for extra expenses. All the lectures were free to the pub- 
lic except in two instances when admission was charged. 

The  movement in America bas taken firm root and nothing can now de- 
stroy it. An immense amount of work is done with very little money, thanks 
to practical management; workers are obtained who devote all their time and 
energy to the cause, a.nd who d r a ~ v  nothing from the treasury. I n  short, the 
Theosophical Society in America can well afford to congratulate itself on its 
present organization, on its officers, and on the extraordinary success it has 
so far met with and will undoubtedly continue to enjoy. 

E. T. H.\R(;RoI.F. 

LITERARY NOTES. 
LO.I'USHLCTHEN for December, (German), opens with an  article on  the 

Renunciation," by Shri Gulal Chand. " Spirit Brides and Vampirism " is 
finished, and a translation given of A. M. Glass's article, Resurrection."--[G.] 

TIIE ENGLISH THEOSOPHIST for January, while by no means dropping 
vigorous comment upon the "Judge row," yet finds space for a thoughtful and 
earnest article called The Sphinx's Riddle," by E. \fT. Bell, and starts a new 
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department under the title, "Side Lights," which is our old friend, questioll 
ant1 answer. The  editor in his "Remarks" gives us  the welcome intelligence 
that "the E. 7'. will go on."-[G.] 

T H E  THEOSOPHICAL F O R U R ~  for December contributes yet another protest 
against dogmatism in reply to the quest~on, &<JThat  is the Criterion of Theos- 
ophy ?"  Other questions on k i  Experience," Devachan," " Why is there any- 
thing ? " and < & Reincarnation" are adequately answered.- [G. ) 

OURSELVES for October. This little magazine, published by the mernber. 
of the Bow Lodge of the T.S. in Europe, is written for circulation in the East  
End  of London, and we should think would well serve its purpose. l y e  were 
particularly struck with the short allegory, " A  Slap in the Face for Me, ~ h i c h  
teaches good occultism, and points an excellent moral.-[G.] 

T HE T H E O ~ O I J H I ~ T  for December. " Old I h r y  Leaves " recounts th t  
means taken to encl the Russian spy theory, and gives an accourlt of the  
famous cup and saucer phenomenon. ' i  The  Aura," by C. JJ7. Leadbeater, is 
a good example of how dangerous a thing is a little knowledge. Space pre- 
vents an extended revie~v, but ure warn students not to accept the alleged 
information as reliable. Mrs. Cooper-Oakley contributes an  article on '"I'he 
Psychic Powers and Faculties of the Chr~stian Saints," and cLPoetl-y ant1 
Poets" is finished. There is a larger allowance than usual of unreadable 
translations. We  wonder what Duke Street" will think when they read the 
Colonel's characterization of the accidental omission of the review of 7 i i e  
TheosojAtj-f from our October number.-[G. ] 

SEPTEAAK\ MAN: O R  TIIE RIICSOCO~AI 01 T H E  MACROCOSI~I, by Dr. Jeror~le 
A. Anderson, of San Francisco, carries with ~t ~ t s  own best indorsement in its 
author's name. 'l'hose who have read Dr. Anderson's Kezncarnrztz'u~~ will 
know what to expect, and they will not be disappointed. The  book is avowed- 
ly written from the scientific aspect, the preface disclaiming intuitional aids, 
and the majority of readers will consider it the better therefor. I t  is dcdi- 
cated to H. P. B. T i h ~ l e  well bound ancl printed on good paper, the typography 
could be better, and it is to be regretted that in the 4 6  Epitome of 'lheosophy" 
printed in the back Mr. Judge is referred to a s  the "General Secretary." 
Published by the Lotus Publishing Company, of San Francisco, i t  is for sale 
by THE PATH for $I.OO in cloth and 50 cents in paper.-LG.1 

L ~ T C I ~ E K  for Decembes. Those of us who are accustomed to Mrs. Besant's 
rapid changes of mind will not be surprised to read in the '&Watch Ton-er " 
her latest self-contradiction. This time it is the old matter of whether Mars 
and hIercury belong to this planetary chain. T h e  subject will be treated a t  
length in the next number of 'I'IIE PAIII,  and in the meantime the student 
wishing to know the truth should read '&?c.lars and Mercury" in the July 
number of TIIE PATH, 1893, and i l J l a r s  and the Earth," by Mrs. Besant, in 
PATII for December, 18g3. ' lhe only article in the number not continued is 
" Man's IJlace and Function in Nature," by Mrs. Besant. I t  is a warm plea on 
behalf of the lower kingdoms, but contains some doubtful facts. Readers will 
be especially glad to note the conclusion of the "Unpublished Letters of 
Eliphas Li.vi." I t  is a pity they did not remain so.-[G.] 

T H E  IRISH TEIEOSOPIIIST for December. The  most notable article this 
a month is one entitled, "A Trap  for a Friend," and serves as  continuation of 

' last month's " Letters to a Lodge," a s  C. J. was evidently one of the questioners 
answered therein. So we have a further most interesting discussion of the 
" Lodge," and of inspiration personal and  impersonal. Another valuable 
paper IS Mrs. Keightley's l'Autonomy ; Solidarity ; Criticism," which ends with 
a noble plea for sympathy and coiiperation in thought a t  least, even with those 
whose plans and methods are not a s  ours, that we may never serve a s  ' %  stum- 
bling blocks from life to life." This thought is much needed now. The  same 
idea in another form is embodied in "The  Study of Theosophy," toZerniion 
being the keynote in this instance. "The Coming of the Christos" is another 
re-translation by Aretas from the New Testament, of passages from the fif- 
teenth chapter of First Corinthia~zs and twenty-fourth of Matthew. " T h e  
Solar Bark," a poem, and the continuation of $ 'The  Enchantment of Cuchul- 
lain," complete the number.-[ G.] 
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I February. 

AMERICA 
K K I ~ I  01, 'I'.S, holcls weeklv meetings and has taken up the study of the 

Oct.rz?~ ~f ;r/zeoso$hy, appointing someone each week to formulate a set (lf 

q ~ ~ e s t i o n s  thereon. 

L)ETI;OII, MI( 11. On the evening of January 14th 1Irs. Lillie 13 .  Fi.1,. of 
Ann Arbor, addressed a special meeting of the Michigan Society for Pqychlcal 
Research, a t  Prisn~atic Hall. 

K O H ~ R I .  CKOSBIE lectured to a large audience on Theosophy in the C)sfortl 
Chapel, Lynn, Mass. Several of the papers had colun~n reports. Later 11s 
K. A. Bean spoke in the same hall on Ohjec-tWns to Xer?zcnr?znfio;rz. large 
audience greeted him and great interest was shown. 

BRID(;EPOKT, Conn., has recently received visits from members from Ken- 
\-ork and Boston. Miss Daniel spoke to a large audience in the rooms of the 
Bridgeport Society anc1 Rlr. Claude Falls Wright lectured on the g ~ s t  of De- 
cember in the  ail of Science before the Scientific Society on H j l p ~ o t i s m  to 
about 400 people. Every seat in the hall was taken. 

Nhn- YEAR'S El  E was the occasion of gathering5 in Brooklyn and New 
York of members of the Socletv to \velcome the incoming of the second last 
year of the cycle 114th good v;ishes and aspirat~ons fos the future. At  the 
Headquarterathe meeting was conducted by Mr. Joseph H. Fussell, and after 
shaking hands all round the members signed their name iu tlie Headquarters' 
roll-book. 

~ I I S N E A I ~ C ) I . I ~  T. S. The  roorns of the branch here are c t o ~ ~ d e c i  ancl the 
Society is looking for larger quarters. At  President Slafter's adtlress on 
Capitad P U ? Z ~ S ~ ~ I I P I Z ~  : w h y  not?  on Sunday, December Sth, there n-a, <tnntl- 
i ng  room only. This  is good news for Minneapolis and shon-5 ho\v the n-ork 
is being carried on in this quarter. Several applications for meml)e r~ l~ ip  ha\ e 
been received lately. 

BURCI-I \>I H A R I I I ~  G visited hliddletontown, Ohio, from Ilecenlber I 5th to 
22d. Three public lectures were \\-ell attended, the preparations having been 
ably directly by hlrs. 31. I,. Gordon, member-at-large. A reading club was 
organized. The  22d he arrived a t  Chicago, and has since been assisting in 
the work of I,oyalty, Wachtmeister and b:nglewood Branches, and g ~ v i n g  
parlor-talks and lectures. 

LOTUS  CIRCLE^ in S e w  York held their annual festival in the Aryan Hall 
on December 29th. T'ery many children were present. T h e  hall was crowded. 
The  program, which was full of interest, consisted of three charming songs 
from Miss Katherine Kimball, violin solos by TV. A. Kaboch, an exhibition of 
ventriloquism by Prof. Verne, ant1 some Irish fairy tales by C. F. Wright. 
T h e  entertainment was opened by an address from Dr. E. B. Guild. The 
entire proceedings were organized by Mrs. E. C. hlayer, who is certainly to be 
congratulated upon their entire success. 

T H E  "H.P.H." BRANCH proposed to drop its regular lectures for this 
month and devote these evening5 to the open meeting for 6iQuestions on The- 
osophy Answered," as  this method proves so interesting that i t  is desired to 
continue it  regularly for this month at  least. Some of the questions, such as  
"Who am I?" " What is the use of living anyhon-?" "Why are there so many 
creeds?" bring out many good answers, and strangers say Theosophy seems 
t o  answer every problem. The  regular conversazione was held as  usual the 
first Saturday evening of the month. Miss E. M. Daniel gave a benefit a t  the 
Berkeley Lyceum on Saturday, the 25th, for the benefit of the branch, part 
of the entertainment being a play written by Miss Daniel. The  best thing 
that has happened to the branch this month has been the several visits it has 
had in an  informal way from our Brother James Pryse, who, though having 
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been away for so long a time, has not only come back as a true American but 
has brought with him a breeze from Dublin, which always blows for our good. 
-.'l'he Little People are good to the Irish"-the Irish in turn are good to us. 

Xhs A I ~ O R ,  MICIIIGAX. The  class which was formed during the visit here 
oi  Claude Falls Wright, one year ago, still holds weekly meetings, which are 
attended by about twenty members. Regular study by the members not 
being pract~cable, owing to the peculiar conditions of a university town, a plan 
which differs somex~lhat from those ordinarily in use has been adopted. The  
F.T.S. a t  whose house the meetings are held sends out cards, with a syllabus 
covering three months written on the back. The syllabus is headed, "Con- 
versations on 'l'heosophy." After a talk of half an hour or more, given by 
the hostess, lively discussions, in \\-hi& all take part, follo\v. On December 
4th Mrs. Mary F. Lang, of the 3Ianasa Branch, 'l'oleclo, addressed the class 
upon The PY-rrcficn/ .lft's.ciun (f f/rc T. S. The  members hope to have a visit 
from Mr. Burcham Harding yery soon. 

K L A V A T S I ~ Y  T.S. (VTashington, 1l.C.) 011 the first clay of October last new 
quarters were secured in in the lletzerott Building, on F street, between 11th 
and 12th streets. A large hall on the third floor (to which access was hacl by 
elevator) was rented, a11tl the Sunday lectures, which were omitted durin,q the 
hot weather, were resumed, the oficers of the branch and in two instances 
members taking their turns in presenting to the Washington public the old-new 
truths of Theosophy, the regular branch meetings being held on Thursday 
nights. Recently the branch had the pleasure of entertaining hlr. E. T. Har- 
grove, who arri\-ed on Tuesday, January 7th, 1896. H e  lectured that night in 
the Hall of the Legion of Loyal Women to an audience which filled the hall, 
and on Thursda~- ,  J:tnuarj- qtll, he lectured in the branch hall to a much larqer 
audience, \~-ith such good effect that n large number of strangers attended the 
follon-ing S ~ ~ n c l a y  night lectuse gi\.en by Mr. Robt. I,. Lerch, the vice-presirlcnt 
of the bxanch, who lecturetl o n  7 / ( ~ 7  /;tr.sI'c Y j . z ~ f / i ~  of 7Xeoso$jll', ~1.11~1 after- 
wards ans~vered cluestion.; aslcetl 1)v those psesent. The branch, though not 
large ~lun~ericully, i s  ftilly alive to the 17ecessity of keeping 'I'heosophical ideas 
before the public. ant1  I )!. 111;es:~l a(l \-crtisi 11,q :nt l t l  other n-ays strives to do  so. 
The libsar!. consist- i f :~l)i i~it  t\\.ci 11u11tll.cd \.oIurnes, 1vhic11 are lent to the pull- 
lic as well as to mcm1)ers \\.I10 \ )? the cliligent usc o f  the books seem to appre- 
ciate the privilege. 

I S I  S 1 1 l ~ l e I l 1  i t  s 0 1 :  " W e  have just been 
fnvoretl with a visit from hll-. )I:. '1'. Ilargrove, who during his vis t gave four 
exceedingly interesting ant1 instructive lectuses; on \I-ednestlay, January 15t11, 
Y i i ~ ~ a s o j h / I ~ ~  a?rrZ i l f o d e ~ n  7 ' / ( o z ~ ~ - j l f ;  Th~irsd;iy, Ail~~lzcl (t?zrC / \ ' ~ j ' ; l l ~ ( t 7 - ~ z i r f i 0 1 1 ;  

Friday, S;-O$~ lznd P I I Y ~ ~ ( I S Y  qf' ~ X ~ J O S O $ ~ ~ ' ,  ;tnd Saturday and the last, Il'htri 
clz7r 7X~~oso$/r j~ / ) a  fol- 6's.' Only thr-ough s o n ~ e  hard war-li on the past of 
the meml~ers n-ere we enabled to gather a gootl audience in this ' conservative 
Philadelp11i:t.' The lectures \vere \yell attended throughout, especial11- so 
when we consider the counter attraction in the person of the evangelist ~ & c l ~ ,  
while the interest was well sustained throughout the series, there being a very 
liberal response to the recjuest for questions, which enabled the audience nntl 
speaker to come into much closes relation. There Ivere many inqi~iries and 
an encouragi12g amount of literature was solcl. hlany efforts have been made in 
the way of propaganda; tracts have been sent out by individual members and 
by the branch to all persons who are in the least interested, and a plan that 
we have found to be effective is this: some nlenlbers have gone to individual 
expense in having several thousand circulars printed, explaining in a clear 
manner the objects and aims of the Society; these are bought a t  cost, in small 
quantities, by anyone desiring them and distributed in street-cars, railroad 
trains and ferl-y-boats-any~vhere that people have to do any waiting or that 
they will be  likely to be seen. Some of the members have also prepared some 
of these circulars like postage-stamps and have stuck them up in all available 
places where they are a t  all likely to catch the eye of any passer-by. Th i s  
plan has already yielded results. So far ,  we have had little snccessin securing 
notices in the nelvspapers, but are hoping to bring some of them around. We 
are doing all in our po~ver to keep the interest, generated by our recent efforts, 
a t  'fever heat.'" 
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MOVEMENTS OF E. T. HARGROVE. 
On Deceml~er 22d 1Ir. Hargrove addressed over hex) people in the Academy 

of Music a t  Macon, Ga. Considering the comparativel!- small population of 
this citv, such a gathering spoke volumes for the work of the local branch. 
7TTashlnkton was reached on January 7th, a lecture being gi\-en that evening. 
Another on the 9th was attended by about zoo people and was well reported 
in the newspapers. On the 11th Mr. Hargrove arrived a t  Pittsburg, speaking 
a t  a members' meeting on the afternoon of the ~ a t h ,  and giving a pul~lic lec- 
ture the same evening, which was very well attended. Another public lecture 
follon~ed on the ~ g t h ,  and another on the 14th a t  Wilkinsburg. The nc\vs- 
papers n-ere generous with interviews and reports. On the I 5th he rerxched 
Philadelphia, lecturing that evening and on the 16th, I 7th and ~ S t h  to po t1  
audiences, who were particularly active in asking questions. On the 10th hc 
returned to Kew 'lTork. 

CENTRAL STATES COMMITTEE 'S  REPORT.  
Report of work, July 1st to December j ~ s t ,  1895 : The  periodical bulle- 

tins have given details of the general work. The lecturer was occupied dur- 
ing the four summer months in Indiana. speaking usually in two cities each 
week, and was thus enabled to spread Theosophy far and wide in that state. 

The  last two months have been spent in vis i t~ng branches in southwestern 
Ohio and lecturing in other cities. Eight branches have been visited, and 
Mr. Harding hopes that within the next few months he ~ 1 1 1  be enabled to see 
all belonging to the Central States territory. Mr. K. 11. A. Wade visited St. 
Paul, forming Unity Branch, and did valuable work a t  hlinneapolis and Mil- 
waukee. Miss E. F. Gates visited JIiln.,zukee, helping the branch by lectur- 
ing and otherwise The  number of branches enrolled in the C. S. C. is fifteen. 
In the detailed Report of the treasurer our receipts are shown to have been 
$347.04, disbursements $312.10; and the balance in thc liancls of the treasurer, 
$34.96. T h e  funcls are provided by the branches, most of \\-horn make regu- 
lar monthly donations, and ~t is hoped that all will adopt this n~ethocl, as the 
arrangement of the work is greatly facilitated by knowing what income can 
be relied upon. No rents or sllaries are paid; all funds are used in direct 
propaganda work. Loyalty Branch has generously alloweci the use o f  its 
rooms for ofice purposes, \vithout charge, and the members have performed 
the routine duties and correspondence. 

Sunday evening meetings have proved a great success \\-ere adopted ; the 
special object being to present Theosophy in a simple way to enquirers and 
visitors. 

Early in the fall a general call was sent out to the branches requesting 
them to gather and send in to this office all their best papers, wlth which to 
form an  Exchange Bureau, the central idea being to assist the study-classes 
that are being organized by the lecturer-, during thcit- first efforts to become 
acquainted with the principles of Tlleoso,)hy, ant1 to place before them clear 
expositions of various Theosophical subjects, also to supply the smaller branches 
with matter for public meeting;, until they shall have had time to develop 
efficient workers from atnong their O I V ~  membership. The responses have 
been prompt; we now have on hand fifty-eig ~t lectures and papers, with about 
twenty-five more promised that will be adcled soon, ancl having constant calls 
for them. 

Several newspapers have expressed a 13-illingness to print presentations 
-of Theosophy, and we propose to furnish them with articles of about 1200 

words; the Wachtmeister Branch will do the printing a t  a very small cost, 
and  an  F.T.S. will pay the mailing expenses for three months. 

PACIFIC COAST. 
J U L I U S  OETTL, of the Triangle Branch (Alamela,  Calif.), has instituted a 

series of Sunday lectures in addition to the regular branch work. 

PACIFIC T. S., of Watsonville, Calif., has disbanded on account of mem- 
bers moving away. This does not mean the interest has abated, and the pre- 
vious Secretary writes encouragingly of future possibilities. 

THE SAN FRANCISCO lodges have given the following Sunday evening lec- 
tures a t  Red Men's Hall: December 8th, E. P. Jones, The Law of Lye; 15th, 
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Evan 11-~lliams, 1Yhy Do lt'e not  /ie??ze/~zbcr o u r  Y n s t  L i ve s?  azd, Dr. 
Allen Griffiths, T h e  Mysttrry of S e x ;  zgth, A. J. Johnson, The  D e v i l :  h is  
Refornrntiolz. A syllabus of lectures has been prepared for the first three 
months of the year, and has been printed for d~stribution. 

AURORA BRANCH (Oakland) provided the following Sunday lectures dur- 
ing the month: December Sth, T. H. Slator, I(nrnza a n d  l<e t ' nca~~~zn t ion ;  
I jth, Dr. Allen Griffiths, Y X e  i l fys tery  of Se.t-: 22d, Mercie M .  Thirds, T h e  
LzYe a f t e r  Dea th  ; ztgh, Dr. Frank hI. Close, IVhnt Theoso$hy Is.  

N A R A ~ A  T. S.,  of Tacoma, Wash., had a Lotus Circle Christmas entertain- 
ment on December 22d. I t  being held on Sunday and on the shortest day in 
the year it partook of the nature of the " Jule-tide," a custom of the ancient 
Norseman, ancl was celebratecl as  of old with the use of decorated trees and 
lighted candles. A member gave a short explanation of the ancient custom 
to the children, followed b y  Lotus Circle exercises, recitations, songs and music 
by the children, after which the candies and fruits were distributed to every 
child present. An interested audience of about seventy were present, of 
which f~illj- forty were children. 

Lo5 ASGELES BI:A~\CH of the T.S.A. has been the centre of a great deal of 
healthy activitj- this fall and winter. The headquarters a t  431 South Spring 
street are kept open every afternoon, and many books loaned and questions 
answered. On Tuesday evening a beginners' class, averaging about sixteen or 
eighteen enquirers, is held. On Wednesday the regular branch meeting 1s held. 
Its attendance varies from twenty-five to fifty. The Friday evening 1-I.P.B. 
training-class has an average of eighteen to twenty members. All meetings 
are always open to the public. On Sunday there are two regular lectures in 
Odd Fcllo~xys Hall. At I I a.m. 11s. fI. A. Gibson is the reaular speaker. 
At 7 : 3  j p.m. some members of the branch or visit~ng speaker gives an address, 
when the hall, which has a sealing capacity of zoo, is always full and fre- 
quently cro\vded. 

ORITllARY NOTICE. 
I t  is with much regret that ~ v e  announce the death of Brother Janles Cow- 

sill, of San Francisco. 111s. Cow5ill \\-as an earnest nlember of the San Fran- 
cisco Branch. His death was very sudden. The body was cremated on the 
14th of January, after a service contlucted by Dr. Anderson and E. B. Kambo. 
111.. Cowsill's losy is deeply felt bj- his branch. 

ABBOTT CLARK'S TOUR. 
Abbott Clark lectured in West End, Los Angeles, December I jth, 011 

1l"h~rf is ~hto .So$hj~ ,  a d  m h n f  rznd where  nve lfea.r/e?z atzd Held? and again 
on December 22d, subject: I/ t r  ,Man Die s/l(zdl he L i v e  agntiz .g or ,  Proofs  
o f  Xebl'vth o ~ z  Ear th .  On Sunday morning, January 12t11, Mr. Clark con- 
ducted the services and made au adclress at a funeral, and in the evening gave 
a lecture at Odd Fellows' Hall on 7iic .2<vsferies of ,Lfrl&ric, the  Secrets oJAd-  
chemy tznd the  PhI'loso$her's S f o ~ t e  to an attdience which packed the hall, many 
remaining standing. Much time has been given to the local work in Los 
Angeles. A " Committee for 'I'heosophic TVork in Souther11 California " has 
been organized, and is getting upon a working basis. 

FOREIGN. 
ENGLISH LETTER. 

I do not know whether I mentioned last month the loss the Dubli; Lodge 
has sustained in the departure of Bro. James M. Pryse for New York. Still 
the work goes on unabated in that always active centre, and the impetus our 
American brother gave it will remain as a living memorial of his sojourn 
among his Irish brethren. 

The second general meeting, taking the form of a conversazione of the 
members of the T.S. in E. (Eng.) in or near London, took place with great 
success last Saturday, January 4th; many more were present than a t  the 
December meeting, and a long and interesting talk on methods of work fol- 
lowed tea. 

The H.P.B. Lodge having declded to hold a " question," or "general 
discussion," meeting once a month, last Monday evening the new plan was 
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inaugurated. ?'he room n.as very full, and the tiiscussion, 011 question.; 
started spontaneous11-, never flagged for an hour atit1 :I half. 

'l'he Cro!-don I,o;lge has migrated froni its meeting place at a member's 
private house, and 11as taken for its weekly meetings :L pcl)lic soom in the 
centre of the to\\-n. This move has met with marked success; strangers n-ho 
shrank from intruding in a private house are founrl to come more readily to 
the nexv centre; and the Croyclon Lodge has in fact now to lje I-eckoned I\-ith 
as  an important factor in the town. A local clergyman has already publiclp 
attaclied Thecsophv; but on being challenged to a public debate hy the Lotlge 
President, Siclnev *corvn, has directlv backed out of it, I believe. 

The Clifton * ~ o d g e  members a r e  trying to introduce Theosophical liter- 
ature into the public libraries it] Kristol and Clifton, and so far liavc every 
reason to hope that thev will meet xvith some success in their endea\,our+. 

The Committee for $l'heosophical Propaganda are organizing a lect~:rin,q 
crusade on the temperance platforms in I,ondoti, which in many cases Il;l\-e 
been thrown open to them. A. I,. C. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN AUSTRALASIA. 
At a large meeting of representative Australian Theosophists, held ill 

Sydney October z ~ s t ,  thc follo\ving resolutions, proposed by Mr. A. A. Smith 
and seconded by 31s. Etela J. Redman, were carried unanimously and with 
great enthusiasm : 

T ~ I ~ E R E A S ,  the freedom of opinion of members ant1 toleration in the The- 
osophical Society have been assailed by an  attempted ofticia1 authority con- 
trary to the principles of rniversal  Brotherhoocl; and 

JVIIF.KI.:AS, the first object of the Society is obligatory on all its members : and 
~ ~ I I I < K E A S ,  the Theosophical Society has been reiirganizeti from tinlc to 

t ime; i t  is 
" R I ~ s ~ I , ~ ~ E I ) ,  that a t  this meeting in Sj-dneq- of 1:ellon-s of the 'l'heosopll- 

ical Society in Austra1i:t nTc d o  hereby proclaim the coniplete :iutonomy of t h e  
Theosophical Societ!- in Australia, and call upon members tlirougl~ont Xuqt~.:il- 
asia who arc  in sympathy \vith the reiirganization of the 'l'hcosop1lic:~l S(:c.ict!- 
throughout the ~~-or l ( I  on autonomous lines, to join with us to e.;tnl)li~;l~ ?hi. 
principle." 

,4 draft constitution was also adopted and fom-arcled to Sen-  % c : ~ l : l ? i i i  1'0s 
the approval of the members there, where several centres ha\-e all.e:~d!- i)c.tr:  
organized i11 arlticipatio~i of this step. X Convention o f  t11c T.S. in  Au5tr:~l- 
asia will then be held, and the organization perfected. 1ncrea.setl ~1ct ivi t~-  ih 
reported from all the centres, \\-hie11 are rapidly gaining In mcn11)ership and 
n-icleni~lg their field of eficient work, and their reports are glo~r ing lvith hope- 
fulness ;ind enthusiasm. 

Advices froni Sydney received as the PATH goes to press give informatior1 
that a t  the  onv vent ion of the T.S. in Australasia held a t  Sidney, the I rth 
December, William Q. Judge was elected to the ofice o f  General President 
unanin~ously and n-ith acclamation. 

SUPPORT OF THE T.S.A. 
Received for this fund January 17th from hlrs. Ada Gregg. $6.00. 1)e- 

ducted $2.00,  amount of 11s. George Tullock's dues, lnclucled by error in pre- 
vious remittance. Making a total sitice January ~Oth ,  ~ S o j ,  of $3~g.o0. 

~ \ T ' I L I . I . ~ ~ ~  (2. J L  DGE, Preszdenf .  

NOTICE. 
MARTINISTES NOT ALLIED WITH T.S.A. 

,4s a person named Papus, in Paris, who says he has a society callecl 
Adartzizlstes, has printed In a sheet published by him last November that his 
society had just been allied to the T.S.A., I beg to give no t~ce  that his state- 
ment is an untruth ; said society has not been and will not be allied with the 
Theosophical Soclety in America. WII.LIAN Q. J V D G E ,  P ~ e s z i i e n f .  

I charge  ye ,  Theosophists,  fling away  ambi t ion;  by t h a t  sin fell t h e  angels.-  
Shakes$rare ( anzended, . 


